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Generic model of morphological changes in growing colonies of fungi
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Fungal colonies are able to exhibit different morphologies depending on the environmental conditions. This
allows them to cope with and adapt to external changes. When grown in solid or semisolid media the bulk of
the colony is compact and several morphological transitions have been reported to occur as the external
conditions are varied. Here we show how a unified simple mathematical model, which includes the effect of the
accumulation of toxic metabolites, can account for the morphological changes observed. Our numerical results
are in excellent agreement with experiments carried out with the fungusAspergillus oryzaeon solid agar.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneering work of D’Arcy Thompson@1# at the
beginning of this century, understanding the origin of co
plex structures involving living organisms has been a ch
lenge for physicists and biologists alike. In particular, t
patterns formed in growing colonies of microorganisms, l
bacteria@2–7# and fungi@8–16# have attracted much intere
because they exhibit properties akin to those in inanim
systems far from equilibrium@17#. Early mathematical mod
els of fungal growth@18,19#, considered fungi as purely ad
ditive assemblages of discrete individual hyphal units t
duplicate at regular intervals and homogeneously. Th
models predict the crossover from exponential growth to
ear growth of the peripheral zone as the colony matu
However, they are unable to account for many of the obse
able macroscopic properties~such as morphological change
for instance! exhibited by fungi.

Fungal growth experiments on agar plates have sho
@8–16# that filamental growth leads to a fractal colony wi
patterns that have much in common with those observe
diffusion-limited aggregation ~DLA ! processes @20,21#.
Similar branched morphologies have also been observe
bacterial growth@2–5# where the relevance of DLA wa
nicely demonstrated@3,4#. Sophisticated communicatio
mechanisms, including chemotactic signals and feedback
sponse, were later proposed@5# in order to understand th
origin of branched growth in bacteria. A similar mathema
cal modeling might be adequate to explain the DLA-li
patterns of hyphae. However, quantitative measurement
the fractal dimension of mycelia@13,8# have shown that the
dimension varies in time and from one species to anot
Also, the growth mechanism of DLA clusters seems rat
different from the hyphal extension of fungi. Some reactio
diffusion models have also been studied@22,23#, which seem
to capture essential features of the filamental fungi.

In contrast, under appropriate environmental conditio
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colonies of many fungal species are also able to displa
compact phase@24,25# with unicellular noncooperative
growth and they generate non-DLA patterns. In this ca
transitions between different morphologies are also obser
@14–16# when the relevant parameters in the growth con
tions are varied. A mathematical model able to include
these fungal patterns on solid media has remained elusiv
to now@16,26#. Here we show that a simple stochastic mod
containing some generic biological mechanisms is able
reproduce a variety of patterns observed in the growth
fungal colonies on solid agar plates. The model takes i
account the effect of the accumulation of waste produ
which play an important role as inhibitors for cell division

Matsuura and Miyazima@14,15# carried out experiments
with the fungusAspergillus oryzaeon agar plates of differen
stiffnesses and with different concentrations of nutrie
~glucose!. They observed that the fungal colonies on so
media formed a variety of shapes~see Fig. 1!. In nutrient-
rich conditions, the colonies showed a homogeneous
smooth growth front@Fig. 1~a!#. In contrast, growth in
glucose-poor conditions resulted in colonies with rough
surfaces@Fig. 1~b!#. The physiological ability of the fungus
to divide and grow is diminished at lower temperatur
@24,25#, when even morphological instabilities@Fig. 1~c!# or
incipient branched growth@Fig. 1~d!# can be observed de
pending on the nutrient concentration. Similar patterns h
recently been obtained in experiments with colonies of
yeastPichia membranaefacienson solidified agarose@16#.
How can these morphological changes be qualitatively
scribed and understood within one simple mathemat
model?

II. THE MODEL

It is known that metabolic products generated by fun
cells during the degradation of nutrients diffuse through
medium and may act as impurities inhibiting further cell d
vision @24,25,16#. We have considered the effect of tox
metabolites on the morphology of the colony. We have st
ied a model in which the growth probability at every site
coupled with an inhibitory field generated by the fungus
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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self. The model is defined on a two-dimensional lattice
follows. At time t a lattice site can be eitheroccupiedby a
fungal cell orvacant. Two quantities are assigned to eve
site xW in the lattice:~1! the total age of the nearest neighb
cells A(xW ,t) of that site and~2! the field c(xW ,t) containing
the concentration of waste products. The spread of inhibi
from a single cell situated atxW0 is modeled by means of
diffusion equation with a source:

]c~xW ,t !

]t
5D¹2c~xW ,t !1sd~xW2xW0!Q~ t2t0!, ~1!

whereQ is the step function@Q(u)51 for u>0 andQ(u)
50 for u,0#. D is the diffusion constant of the metabo
lites, s is the inhibitor chemicals production rate, andt0 is

FIG. 1. Observed patterns of colonies ofAspergillus oryzae
grown on solid medium~1.5 wt % of a Czapek synthetic agar in 2
ml of sterile medium!. Experiments were carried out in media wi
two different concentrations of nutrients: 0.1 wt % glucose fo
nutrient-rich medium and 0.01 wt % glucose in nutrient-poor co
ditions. ~a! Smooth colony 10 days after inoculation at 24 °C in
nutrient-rich medium.~b! Patterns 8 days after inoculation at 24 °
in a poor medium, where the colony developed a rough front.~c!
After 30 days at 18 °C in a rich medium, note the tip splittin
dynamics and groovy structure of the colony associated with
existence of a morphological instability.~d! Prominent filamental
patterns of a colony grown in a nutrient-poor medium after 35 d
at 18 °C.
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the time at which the polluting cell atxW0 was created. The
total density of waste products at any vacant site at timet is
calculated by adding the contributions coming from eve
occupied site in the colony situated within a distanced.

Colony growth occurs because of the division of ind
vidual cells; thus only nearest neighbors of occupied s
have a chance of becoming occupied. We assume tha
probability for a vacant sitexW to be occupied in the next time
step increases with the total ageA(xW ,t) of the occupied near-
est neighbors of that vacant sitexW . Therefore, at every time
step, we assign a growth probabilityP(xW ,t) to every vacant
site xW given by

P~xW ,t !5F@uA~xW ,t !f~c!#, ~2!

which depends on the two fieldsA(xW ,t) ~total age of neigh-
boring occupied sites! and c(xW ,t) ~waste concentration! in-
troduced above. In Eq.~2!, F is an arbitrary monotonically
increasing function satisfyingF(0)50 andF(`)51 ~prop-
erties required forP to be a probability!. The results do not
depend on the detailed form ofF and in the following we use
F(x)5tanh(x) for simplicity. The suppression of cell divi
sion due to the accumulation of metabolites is represente
f(c), which is a decreasing function of the concentration
waste chemicals. In order to see a significant effect of
inhibitors, the decay off with c must be sufficiently rapid.
In the simulations we are presenting in this paperf(c)
5exp(2c/c0) was assumed,c0 being a concentration thresh
old above which the effect of inhibitors becomes importa
Other simple functional forms may be used and similar p
terns are obtained provided thatf(c) decays rapidly enough
Finally, the external parameteru directly controls the growth
rate and is associated with the food supply~media richer in
nutrients correspond to larger values ofu!.

III. RESULTS

We carried out extensive simulations of the model. T
simulations were performed on a two-dimensional triangu
lattice with open boundary conditions, simultaneously upd
ing Eqs.~1! and ~2! in every time step. The position of th
front is determined and the heighth(x,t) at every columnx
is used to study the front dynamics. In order to mimic t
experiments, the growth is initiated from a straight line
randomly occupied sites ath(x,0)50. The dynamics of the
growing front is characterized by the height fluctuation
which are measured by means of the front width over
total system of sizeL, W(L,t)5AŠ(h2^h&)2

‹. The use of
other quantities to measure the width is helpful when ins
bilities or overhangs appear~for instance, the difference
Max@h#2Min @h# between the maximum and minimum
heights!, and give similar results.

The model has two external parameters, namely,
growth rateu and the concentration thresholdc0 for inhibi-
tory effects. These are to be thought of as effective para
eters and their relation to experimental variables such as t
perature, concentration of nutrients, etc., may not be a sim
one. It is to be noted that, if experimental conditions chan
for instance in such a way that the absorption of inhibitors
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the fungal cells is enhanced, the effect may be well rep
sented by either a lower thresholdc0 or a wider spread dis
tanced ~or even a combination of both!.

We performed computer simulations of the model for d
ferent values ofu and c0 . In the following we discuss the
different front morphologies that are obtained depending
the values of these two parameters, and how they are re
to experimental observations. In Fig. 2 we present a s
mary of the resulting numerical fungal patterns.

A. High threshold for inhibitory effects

The first morphological transition occurs in the limitc0
→`, in which the inhibitors become irrelevant@f(c)'1#.
We found that the surface of the colony is flat@Fig. 2~a!#
when inhibitors have little effect~for c0@1! and the medium
is rich in nutrients. Conversely, the growth front becom
rougher and Eden-like@Fig. 2~b!# for a poorer medium. In
fact, a quantitative measure of the roughness~see below!
indicates that the fractal dimension of the front is 1.5@26# as
in the Eden model@27#. These morphological phases a
separated by a continuous phase transition at a critical v
of u5uc . For large growth rates~rich medium! u.uc the
front is flat, W;const. In contrast, if the growth rate is re
duced belowuc ~poor medium! the front becomes roughe

FIG. 2. Fungal patterns obtained by numerical simulation of
model on a triangular lattice of lateral sizeN5500. Each front
corresponds to the position of the colony surface at equal t
intervals. When the thresholdc0 is large (c055.0), two different
morphologies appear: the colony is~a! flat in a nutrient-rich me-
dium, u50.1, and~b! rough in the nutrient-poor case,u50.01. For
small values of the thresholdc0 , the colony exhibits a morphologi
cal instability as in~c! for c051.0, or prominent filamental growth
as in~d! for c050.7. In the simulations shown, the production ra
of toxic metabolites and the diffusion constant are fixed tos
50.05 andD51, respectively. Sites within a distanced516 are
considered to calculate the concentration of inhibitors at any si
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and exhibits the dynamical scaling behavior typical of
scale-free roughening process@28,27#. As can be seen in Fig
3, in the rough phase the width grows like a power lawW
;tb until a stationary regime is reached andW;La, whereL
is the system size. Our determination of the time expon
b50.2460.02 and the roughness exponenta50.4660.05
indicates that the model belongs to the Edwards-Wilkins
universality class@29# in this phase. The computation of th
roughness exponenta allows us to determine the fractal d
mension D f of the front through the relationD f522a
.1.54, which is consistent with Eden-like growth. This mo
phological transition from rough to flat growth has recen
been studied in detail by us@26# for a much simpler version
of this model, which corresponds to the limitc0→`. We
found thatuc50.18360.003 in the limiting case ofc05`.
When approaching the roughening transition from the rou
phase (u,uc) to the flat phase (u.uc), a diverging corre-
lation length j;uu2ucu2n appears. The critical exponen
was found to ben51.10. At the phase transition the scalin
exponents can be calculated by mapping the problem o
directed percolation~see Ref.@26# for further details!. Ex-
perimental realizations of transitions from a flat to a rou
front can been observed in the Matsuura and Miyazima
periments shown in Figs. 1~a!–1~b!. As our model predicts,
the richer the medium the flatter the front.

B. Low threshold for inhibitory effects

If the effect of toxic inhibitors on the fungus is enhance
further interfacial instabilities in the front appear. Low
temperatures are less favorable for the physiological acti
of the fungus@24,25# and its capacity to divide. One ca
model this effect by a smaller thresholdc0 for the inhibition
of cell division. One can observe@Fig. 2~c!# that, asc0 is
decreased, deep grooves and overhangs develop in
colony and some regions with high concentration of inhi
tors are eventually surrounded by the colony front. The pr
ence of unstable growth dynamics can be realized by
appearance of an extremely rapid~exponential! growth of the

e

e

.

FIG. 3. Interface width of the front vs time in the rough pha
(u50.01) for different system sizesL516,25,32,50,64,75,100. Th
slope of the dashed line corresponds to the time exponenb
50.2460.02. In the inset the values of the width at saturation
plotted vs system size. The dashed line fits the data and gives
roughness exponenta50.4660.05.
3-3
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interface widthW(L,t) in this regime, as shown in Fig. 4
This regime is to be compared with the patterns observe
the experiments@Fig. 1~c!#.

Finally, in the worst of the situations, the growth becom
very localized and only the dominant filaments branch
into the empty medium@Fig. 2~d!#. This is due to the build-
ing up of extremely high concentrations of waste products
some regions that the fungus cannot invade any longer. T
is qualitative agreement with the experiment shown in F
1~d!.

The four major morphological phases are summarized
the qualitative phase diagram in Fig. 5. The solid line t
separates the rough from the flat phase in Fig. 5 has rece
been shown to be a nonequilibrium continuous phase tra
tion and can be mapped into directed percolation@26#. How-
ever, we were unable to find a sharp transition between
remaining phases.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our results indicate that the morphologies generated
ing the growth of fungal colonies on solid agar can be m
eled by taking into account~1! the building up of a concen
tration of waste inhibitors in the medium and~2! the
provision of nutrients. We have studied a simple mo
which allows us to understand the interplay between th
two mechanisms. The morphological transformations that
have found can be compared with recent experiments on
tern formation in fungal growth.

FIG. 4. Time behavior of the interface width in the rough~solid
line! and unstable phases~dashed line!. Note the change from
power law behaviorW(t);tb to exponential growthW(t);expt in
the unstable case. The dotted lines are to guide the eye and
slopes 0.25 and 1. The system size wasL5500. The external pa-
rameters areu50.01 andc055 ~rough phase! and u50.01 and
c051 ~grooved phase!, corresponding to Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!, re-
spectively.
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In our model, a constant growth rateu has been assumed
The effect of the exhaustion and diffusion of nutrients can
modeled by replacingu by a diffusive field, which is de-
pleted at a certain rate at sites occupied by fungal cells. T
would have a major impact on the front dynamics as
front will eventually stop growing because of agar exha
tion.

Our model approach to pattern formation in fungal colo
growth is stochastic and includes in a natural way the r
dom nature of cell division. This together with the accum
lation of inhibiting chemicals produces some of the differe
morphological phases observed in experiments. This is
contrast to other existing models based upon nonlinear
fusion, in which evolution is deterministic and patterns ar
from nonlinear instabilities. They represent a different lev
of description of the same phenomena. Both types of mo
coexist at different levels of description.

Finally, while our model can account for the morpholog
cal changes observed in some fungi growing in agar cultu
we should mention that this model may not be appropri
for describing the morphological patterns observed in ot
fungal species. Our results compare well with the fung
Asperqillus oryzaewhich, like many members of this genu
~and also the genusPenicillum!, forms dense colonies tha
expand only very slowly and seem to be self-inhibitory.
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FIG. 5. Sketch of the phase diagram showing the different m
phologies observed in the model. The solid line corresponds to
continuous phase transition studied in Ref.@26#.
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